We are what we repeatedly do.
Excellence then, is not an act, but a habit.

Aristotle
CoMETA S.p.A.
A leading company in electronics and mechanics applied to security. It operates nationally and internationally with a strong propensity to innovate, constantly looking for systems and solutions that meet the increasingly complex needs of the market.

- ISO 9001 Quality System Certification
- ISO 18001 OHSAS occupational health & safety
- ISO 14001 environmental management system

In addition to ISO quality system certifications, CoMETA requires its products to obtain important safety & security certifications.
SECTORS
CoMETA products and systems are used in many sectors:

- Banks
- Airports
- Government
- Ports
- Industries
- Datacentres
- Military Sites
- Prisons
- Ministries
- Warehouses
- Museums
- Retail Store
- Civilian areas
- Supermarkets
HISTORY

1986 The Anselmi brothers founded CoMETA S.n.c., in Barberino Val d’Elsa (Florence county) and its main activity was the production of security electric locks.

1990 Start of production self-managed security cabins.

1996 Expansion of the production of security solutions.

1997 The transfer of the company to its new headquarters in Tavarnelle Val di Pesa and the consequent expansion of the new premises of 4,000 square meters.

1999 CoMETA France establishment, for distribution in French-speaking countries and to provide better support to the French banking institutions.

1999 C/CoS - Consortium establishment, it groups together the specialized technical support Centers (all over Italy, including the islands).

2000 Achievement of the Quality Certification ISO 9001.

2009 Transformation from a General Partnership to a Joint Stock Company.

2010 Opening of CoMETA Padua branch with functional departments of design, sales, installation and administration.


2015 ISON Ltd establishment, a new production division specialized in mechatronics.

2016 Expansion of headquarters with production area extension for a total of 14,000 square meters.


2019 CoMETA Group SRL changes its name to Talitah SRL with headquarters in Milan.
MISSION

Bridging gaps in the market through the creation of efficient products with high performance. To be the market benchmark for quality and reliability.

VALUES

• Innovation
• Transparency
• Solidity
• Consistency
• Safety
• Reliability
The photovoltaic system fully covers company’s energy needs (including production), with an annual surplus of 17%.
30+ YEARS OF ACTIVITY

14 PATENTS

26 FAMILIES OF PRODUCTS

more than 43,000 INSTALLED PRODUCTS in the last 10 years

50+ DISTRIBUTORS & PARTNERS worldwide

6 COMPANIES

more than 400,000 EUROS yearly invested in R&D

0.4% REPAIR REQUESTS during first 3 years warranty

18,000 m. sq. HEADQUARTERS + PRODUCTION

-133,976 kg of Oil thanks to PHOTOVOLTAIC GREEN ENERGY

«The strength of a group»
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK: EMEA

Italy
- Florence: Headquarters + Production
- Milan: Business Unit
- Padua: Business Unit
- Rome: Business Unit

France
- Paris: Business Unit

EMEA Distribution and Service

Europe (with Turkey and West Russia)

www.cometaspa.com | info@cometaspa.it
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK: WORLD

57+
Distributors across the world

9,000
sq.m. production area

WORLD Distribution and Service
REGISTERED PATENTS

A witness to this aspect are the many patents that CoMETA has registered in the course of its history:

- 1982/2006. No. 9 patents in the field of electric locks
- 2006 n. 1 European patent for electric locks with automatic reset, suitable for exit routes
- 2012 Presentation of No. 1 patent for a evolved system which controls the uniqueness of passage through image analysis, developed in collaboration with the University of Siena and funded by the Region of Tuscany.
- 2015 Presentation of No. 1 patent for a mechatronic uniqueness of passage system for access control.
## OUR STRENGTHS

- Product customization
- Product reliability (high quality)
- 100% Made in Italy
- Reactivity on new projects
- High Customer Care
- Attention to design and details

![Made in Italy](logo.png)
OUR REFERENCES

CoMETA boasts clients among the major Italian and international banking institutes.

Correctness, loyalty, moral ethics are far more than just adjectives, they are part of CoMETA’s identity and they explain our relationship with customers and partners.

We are your security: we can be it, thanks to the solidity of our solutions and the ethical nature of our actions. For this reason, our choice is to avoid the use of our customers' names and brands.